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or of his fellow men. For a pianist like Paderewski, the
composer was not merely his score, but his feelings, his
ambitions, his life, the world in which he moved. Such
knowledge is a very important element in the storehouse
of subconscious experience ; it influenced Paderewski's
playing, who goes even farther than that. He does not
conceive the piano as an independent unit, standing in a
void and separated from the outside world by the magic
circle of its own laws, but as an expression of life in general.
Piano-playing must not separate the successful pianist from
the rhythm of ordinary life and his human contacts must
find their analogy in the " physical ** contacts of his in-
strument with the outside world. In his few pages on
Tempo Rubato, written in 1910 for "Success in Music,"
the work of the American musical critic, Henry T. Finck,
Paderewski says: " The tempo depends on physiological and
physical conditions. It is influenced by interior or exterior
temperature, by surroundings, instruments, acoustics. It
reflects life, organic human life, with all its attributes."
It is the child of a scientific century that speaks. Paderew-
sH does not live in the clouds, but has both feet firmly
planted on the earth. Even when absorbed in his music he
does not forget the temperature of the room about him, its
size and shape and other material circumstances. There is
not one world of music and another of everyday life ; they
are one ; and to talk of the " tempo " of one is to express
the vibrations of the other. Speaking of musical rhythm,
he concludes : " Rhythm is life."
But inasmuch as this general " scientific" attitude
was a logical expression of the age, so was the personal
will for independence. Modern man is master of fire,
water, acoustics, master of the wood and the metals that
become parts of musical instruments. The artist is equally
master of the rhythm and tones of a composition. The
composer builds the road, but does not ride on it* That
is the interpreter's part. And so Paderewski feels entitled
to say: " There is no absolute rhythm." He wants the

